®

the tool to plan,
transition and manage
cloud services

Moving to the cloud is not a
“Given” – organisation's
need to develop a business
case that demonstrates lower
total cost of ownership.

“Business have realised the cloud
accelerates innovation, enhances
cybersecurity and allows huge chunks
of IT budgets to be redeployed from
low-value work to high-value customerfacing initiatives"

The cloud is complicated. Cloud providers make it seem cheap and easy but it represents a
big shift in thinking, skills, process and cost. It is easy to get in but difficult to get right.
With some careful planning, the cloud can solve a lot of problems in the enterprise. You can
get all the benefits of the cloud while keeping the business and IT happy. Keep what works
and use the cloud to improve where you can.
Harnessing the cloud requires planning, solid commercial grounding, reform projects and
management of cloud services. The goal is to get all the advantages while avoiding the
pitfalls.

We plan

We transition

We manage

You can't implement change
without the business case. The
business expects you to do
more with an ever-decreasing
budget.

It is one thing to understand
where you are, where you
want to go and how you pay
for it. It is quite another to
make the leap.

Once an application has been
transitioned to the cloud it
needs to be managed. The
whole lifecycle needs to be
respected.

Parts of the IT landscape work
well and others need
modernisation and
improvement.

cloudstep.io assists in working
through this change process
by scheduling reforms
operationally and financially.

There are projects to transition
in and projects for the
decommissioning or refresh.

You first need to understand
the costs and capabilities as
they stand.

Through standards based
recipes and patterns,
cloudstep™ can take
applications or workloads and
help migrate them to the public
cloud in a manageable way.

Once you have a better
understanding of where you
are you can start looking at
scenarios for reforms.

cloudstep can assist with the
management of public cloud
environments built during the
transition phase.
This includes operational and
cost management.

®

Understand how everything fits together.

®

cloudstep can quickly model teams,
functions, applications and their
implementation on infrastructure.
This shows you which teams use
which applications and importantly
how these applications are delivered.
This lets you answer some very
important questions:
 What is the total cost of running an
application?
 What is the true impact of the
failure of a piece of infrastructure?
 How much does a virtual machine
cost?

Once you have a handle on how it all fits together you can
look at how to reform systems and applications to reduce
cost and risk while improving effectiveness.
You can’t go somewhere until you know where you are.

Work out the best way to deliver services.

Applications are complicated to deliver.
They require a lot of interdependent
infrastructure and effort from
infrastructure and support teams.
Comparing different implementation
strategies means that you have to
understand all the costs.
®

cloudstep analyses all of this and can
show choices side by side.

To deliver an application there are different layers of cost.
For instance operating SharePoint either on-premises or in
SharePoint Online can mean a different cost base but the
cost of managing information remains.

®

Understand the change program and its cost with cloudstep™ Modeler

The change process is complicated, including
migrations, legacy infrastructure and capital
projects.
®
cloudstep summarizes the change program in
waves allowing the business and technical
teams to understand what is ahead, where
savings will occur and importantly the internal
effort required

See the whole financial picture

®

cloudstep can build a five year capital and
operational expenditure overview in seconds.
You can explore different scenarios to
understand the best course of action.
You can build complex business cases based
on evidence and hard costs, not speculation.

Quickly understand the cost of your environment in AWS or Azure

®

cloudstep can discover information about your
physical and virtual infrastructure. It looks at the
entire portfolio of infrastructure services from
Azure and AWS and can show the cost of your
server fleet deployed in the cloud and how
much that would cost.
®

cloudstep navigates the minefield of on
demand, reserved, spot and other instance
types and compares servers, apple for apples
between the public cloud providers.
®

Further, cloudstep can tell you what the hourly
or monthly cost of your existing on-premises
infrastructure. This includes infrastructure,
labour, licensing and other services.
See a real comparison between the cloud and
on-premises servers that reflects your reality,
not a vendor’s assumptions.

®

Migration Planning – introducing scenarios and waves

Application migration plans are arranged into waves (when they occur) and intents (how they will be
deployed)
For each of the scenarios in your model you can decide on different strategies for migration (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS or Retire)
®

As you plan your migrations, cloudstep will identify where there are conflicts or dependencies that
should be resolved You’ll also see which infrastructure is no longer needed and can be decommissioned.

Use cloudstep™ Orchestrator to implement your plans

®

The cloudstep Orchestrator is a tool that
can help deploy your transitioned cloud
services into AWS, Azure, Office365 or
Google.
®

You can choose from one of cloudstep
many off the shelf deployments of common
components or we can build completely
customized services that are unique to you.
Anything you create with the orchestrator is
®
linked back to the cloudstep Modeler
Reduce Risk & Uncertainty Surrounding Public
Cloud Adoption.

®

See all your cloud services from above with Orchestrator
®

The cloudstep Orchestrator is like a birds eye view of the various cloud offerings you take advantage of. It
doesn’t try to re-invent the wheel or second guess how Azure, AWS or Google do things, it just sits on top
letting you easily deploy resource and account for them in your financial models.

You can see the status of various cloud services, stop them and start them. The Orchestrator lets you
choose from various cloud “products” and create them as “services”. The Orchestrator collects information
about how you want to configure these services then uses the best-practices for the respective cloud
provider to implement them.
Products are generic and in many cases can be deployed in more than one cloud provider. Orchestrator
ensures that each time you create a service it is correctly provisioned with the appropriate security, tagging,
environment and configuration steps.
But if you or your team wants to get under the hood and configure things directly in Azure, AWS, Google or
Office365 then you’re more than welcome. The Orchestrator doesn’t get in the way of the fast moving, rich
feature sets provided by the cloud providers.

Monitor and manage the health of your applications

Each application has tailored metrics associated so that environment performance can be monitored and
managed. Metrics include, CPU, storage, connections, packets dropped, DDoS attack, Disk Write, Disc
Read – or any other metrics you feel are relevant.

®

cloudstep™ engagement overview
®

®

Cloudstep is a tool but it is also a process. We work with you to get the most of out of cloudstep and to tailor
the experience and outcomes for your organisation. We deliver this as a series of workshops and discovery
activities culminating in the delivery of a reform roadmap. We then work with you on an ongoing basis to help
deliver on this financially grounded, tailored plan.

investment

delivery

benefits

Planning Stage
From $9,000

A full financial and operational
model of the current business

Transition Stage
From $750/month for 12 months

A sustainable plan to use the cloud
to reduce costs and improve
effectiveness

Total Investment from $18,000

A partner through the whole
process

®

Cloudstep tool is available on
web and mobile
Limited contact time with
customer teams (usually less than
two days required)

plan
A series of workshops that help you understand what the cloud is and how it can help.

Cloud Briefing
Learn what the cloud is and how it
matters for your business
Identify top 10 burning problems
and how the cloud could fix them

Roadmap

Discovery Workshops
Understand the current state of
an organisation’s infrastructure
and application landscape
®

Build a model in cloudstep
modeller that allows various
scenarios to be explored

Present and share a roadmap for
reforms
Explain transition costs and where
savings can be found to pay for
them

transition
The initial planning phase is only the beginning. Once a plan is in place it needs to be actioned.

Partnership
Ongoing advice, planning &
architecture
Ongoing briefings as the
landscape changes

Reform and Migration
Establish technology
foundations to allow for
transitions
®

Use cloudstep orchestrator to
plan migration strategy

Monitor costs and performance
on an ongoing basis
Full service offering for cloud
deployments

®

cloudstep®- Unlock cloud success

FULL-TIME CLOUD CONSULTANTS…
PART-TIME ACCOUNTANTS

Cloud
Cost Modelling
Done Right

www.cloudstep.io
sales@cloudstep.io
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